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Requirements 
Standard 24.5cmx18.5cm brown gift bag 
13.5cmx15cm black glitter paper 
13cmx14.5cm FSC112 lilac co-ordinated card stock 
12cmx13cm grey gauze (cut in half) 
9.5cmx14cm old piece of denim jeans cut-off 
6.5cmx11cm brown thin corrugated card 
6.5cmx10cm FSC112 dark blue co-ordinated card stock  
6cmx9.5cm C112 002 A True Gentleman paper image 
Happy Birthday die cut 
Umbrella, Walking stick, shoes and clock die cut 
Mini Pearl buckle 
Black organza ribbon 
Mess Stencil 
Black diamante 
Tim Holtz faded jeans distress ink 
Glossy Ascents 
 

To make up the card 
1. Using the Mess stencil and distress ink, 4.5cm from the top left hand corner of the gift bag, blend the ink 

through the stencil, onto the bag, repeat at the bottom right hand corner of the bag. 
2. Measuring 3.5cm from top of left hand corner and 2.5cm from the left hand side, stick down the black 

glitter paper 
3. Stick the lilac paper on top of the black glitter paper, cut the silver mess in half and stick on top of the lilac 

paper at the top left hand corner and repeat at the bottom right hand corner of the bag 
4. Stick the denim jeans cut-off 0.5cm from the top left hand corner of the grey mess  
5. Tear the left hand edge of the brown corrugated card, distress the edges with distress ink and stick down 

0.5cm from the top left hand corner of the denim jeans cut-off 
6. From the C112 002 paper cut out “A true Gentleman” images and mount this onto the blue co-ordinated 

card stock, stick both on top of the brown corrugated card 
7. Die cut the Happy Birthday greeting, mount onto black glitter paper and stick onto the gift pack just to the 

right of the ‘’A True Gentleman’’ image 
8. Stick down the umbrella and walking stick over lapping the sentiment and finish off with the pearl buckle 

and organza ribbon 
9. Stick down the clock at the top right corner of the image and stick the shoes at the bottom right of the 

image 
10. Use Glossy Ascents to cover the blue jacket, pants and shoes to make them pop  
11. Finish off the gift bag with mini back diamante 
12. Cut the leftover pieces of paper down to 15cmx15cm, 10cmx15cm, 10cmx10cm and 5cmx5cm pieces and 

place into your scrap paper storage box for later use to make greeting cards, tags or to use on your 
layouts. Throw away the remaining small bits and pieces. Enjoy! 
 


